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About This Game

BFGE (Bartender Flair Game)-a simulator of the bartender virtuoso.The main character is Flairbartender!!!Flair Bartender-a
bartender who will prepare you a cocktail juggling shakers and bottles so that you do not even notice how you will be in front of
your drink! Choose yourself one of the professional bartenders, participate in various Championships,pump the movement of

his ward,go through the levels and reach the final!!! In this game you can play alone or by the company,at the end of each
performance you will be able to see the table of results.Also in real time on the screen displays points for your work.Before the
performance, you can choose the music that you like in the player and in time with the music to gain extra points.Each level is

different location and the task set before you-to win the championship for a certain time,typing the right amount of
Flairpoints!!! At the level you will need to pump the bartender new movements to the final he had opened all 200 movements!!!
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Title: BFGE (Bartender Flair Game)
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Gazflair3d
Publisher:
Gazflair3d
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 470 / AMD RadeonHD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1500 MB available space

English,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Ukrainian,Japanese
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such a good game makes you feel like your in toy land. Worth it if you pc potato you can play this game. Awesome game with
great humour and riddles.. \udb40\udc21. Game made with minimal effort and lacks a lot of elements of good hidden objects
game. Some of the elements are quite nice, but some are really annoying, like f.e.:
- element you are looking for is mostly hidden behind some other to the point it is impossible to recognize it
- screen doesn't fit your display, so you have to scroll
- when the last piece you are looking for is partly hidden behind the score window
- when you have to look for things you have no idea what they are (f.e. domra or hookah)
- when you find the thing on the list (f.e. bag), but creators meant some other thing of that kind (because there are few bags on
the screen)
- when things on the list are misleading or ambigious to the point you have no idea what you are looking for

It would be a good hidden objects game if it wasn't so bad and so low-budget. Needs more kinds of miniguns plz
. Beautiful and relaxing game that has moments of intrigue while exploring differing individuals.. Nobody plays this game any
more, servers are empty, and game is only for multyplayer, its not worth 9.99 Euros, so dont be a foul.. I enjoyed the game a lot-
it felt like it had the same magic that a lot of the Artifex Mundi games (the ones they've only been publishing and not
developing) have been lacking of late. And I appreciated the inclusion of some collectibles. If it's on sale, it's certainly worth
picking up. But be forewarned, the game is very, very short... shouldn't take you more than 2-3 hours to complete everything,
and I feel like that's about half the time of most HOG's. Also, the ending seems a bit abrupt and truncated. And finally the
female voice acting is just atrocious. Two Desperadoes would certainly benefit by having it redone.

In general, I really like this developer, and I hope for the next game they'll continuing both ironing out the kinks and craft a
longer, more complex game. They obviously have some talent, they just need to create a game that really capitalizes on and is
worthy of those talents. This seems to be a game they did for a third party, and I'd like to see them working for themselves and
creating their own line of games. Still, if you catch this on sale, it's certainly worth $2-3 and it's a fun play while it lasts. 6.5\/10
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I like it! Havent been able to play multi player yet.. A fun game for the kids during the holiday season. Worth the sale price..
This was the tender used by BR52 by default, so it is practically a must have.

This version is fully compatible with the version available though the 3rd party web site... and it is cheaper (and even more when
on sale).
If you are into classic european steamers, get it now, as most BR52 freeware reskins require this tender anyway.
. very good game. interesting.. I have this and the Inverness addon which i bought together. However both add-ons rendered
FSX un-useable. Im unable to load any flights. Stay clear until a fix is released.. i dont like it. Where do I start ....well The Dope
Game is basicly an old school trading game that is very bare bones (not a bad thing) it kinda reminds me of a simple form of
Privateer; You move around the city slinging illicit drugs trying to make a profit while avoiding cops,unfriendly gangs, and
anyone else you manage to screw over or\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off. Along the way you can buy all sorts of
weaponry and build up a crew to protect you and your stash. this is a minimilist game meaning the graphics look hand drawn and
are all still shots, the dialog is all in written form (so if your a simpleton that doesnt like to read this isnt for you) it is as retro as
you can get . it certianly brings me back to my days on my 286 or even my comodore64c (yeah im that old )
but thats the charm of the game. its a single player game but there is an ingame chart that compares you to the rest of the rif raf
that also play. the music is cool and well done and you get all of it with the purchase of the DLC which is worth the $ .99 . So
overall its an addictive ( seriously no pun intended) easy to play , time killer ,full of dark humor , that is well worth the low price
kinda game. I recomend it and would easily buy new DLC if they ever expand on it.

....PS... this is NOT for anyone under 18 and is also extremly NSFW (there is an option to make the drug names change to
something else)

BFGE (Bartender FlairGame):
Игра выходит не в раннем доступе!На данный момент сделанно всё чтобы можно было играть уже сейчас и понять game
play игры.В будущем добавится больше уровней,больше барменов,больше движений( сейчас 200 движений,с помощью
которых можно выстроять огромное количество комбинаций) в будущем поэтапно будет 400,600,800 и 1000
движений.на данный момент нет внутренних покупок,все расчёты производятся внутри игры за flairpoints,которые вам
вы даются на каждом уровне!. BFGE (Bartender FlairGame):
Игра выходит не в раннем доступе!На данный момент сделанно всё чтобы можно было играть уже сейчас и понять game
play игры.В будущем добавится больше уровней,больше барменов,больше движений( сейчас 200 движений,с помощью
которых можно выстроять огромное количество комбинаций) в будущем поэтапно будет 400,600,800 и 1000
движений.на данный момент нет внутренних покупок,все расчёты производятся внутри игры за flairpoints,которые вам
вы даются на каждом уровне!
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